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END(UR)ING PHOTOGRAPHY

As recent studies tend to note, the convergence of photography and cinema onto a shared
digital platform has caused these media to shed some, if not all, of their specificity. Little
thought has been given, in this context, to the way in which photography may be turning
cinematic because of a shift toward the durational in the conditions of its experience. For,
as a consequence of being most often consumed off a screen, the photograph is increasingly
experienced as an image that, not unlike cinema, has duration and, indeed, ends. The present
article considers what can be described as a “cinematization” of photography in contempo-
rary viewing habits, and outlines a critical historical context for these changes in the slide
projections and films of photographs of 1960s and 1970s visual art.

In her recent meditation on different types of images, Laura Mulvey at one point remarks
that, unlike cinema, the photograph does not end (83).1 An ending cinema versus an
endless photograph: though differently formulated, this contrast can in fact be recog-
nized in commonly held views of photography. For it is this sense of a lack of “end”, to
both the photograph as object — which is wholly in view at any one time — and the
represented moment it forever suspends, that has led to conceptions of the photograph
as a-durational, if not a-temporal. The opposition between an ending cinema and an
endless photograph, however, loses sharpness as we connect it to what is increasingly
becoming the customary way of looking at photographs (or, if we like, to what most of
us still call “photographs” but which, from a strictly technological viewpoint, are per-
haps rather their digital evolution or reincarnation). For photographs are today most
frequently consumed off the screen of a computer, mobile phone or other device (such
as tablets and digital photo frames), perhaps as part of a timed slideshow. The photo-
graph, that is, is more and more often experienced as an image that, not unlike cinema,
in some measure, ends — it goes off or passes in a way in which a printed photograph
does not. And if it does end in this sense, then, like cinema, it also “has” duration — it
goes on for a length of time. Indeed, however variable and manipulable, duration starts
here to become an objective dimension of the photograph, a sort of running time of the
still image.2

As in Mulvey’s book mentioned above, the relation between cinema and photogra-
phy and the reconfiguration of such relation in the wake of digital developments have
received much attention in recent years. Yet, in this context, little thought has been
given to the way in which photography may be “turning” cinematic precisely because of
a shift toward the durational in the conditions of its experience — and, consequently,
little thought has been given to the significance and implications of such durationality.
In what follows, I start by considering what can be described as a “cinematization” of
photography in contemporary viewing habits as, as a consequence of being increasingly
consumed off a screen, photographs are, not unlike cinema or the moving image more
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2 P H O T O G R A P H I E S

generally, acquiring duration and “ends”. I then turn back to the past, to consider two
instances of “cinematized” photography in the visual art of the 1960s and 1970s: slide
projections and slide shows on the one hand, and photographs within cinema — as, in
particular, in films almost exclusively “made of ” photographs — on the other. In dif-
ferent though related ways, as I shall argue, the pursuit of a durational presentation of
photography was a guiding concern of both these practices. Revisiting these visual-art
practices for their association of photography with duration, I want to suggest, can help
us think more critically about current — and more widespread — modes of photo-
graphic consumption in digital culture and the significance of such modes in relation to
the evolving function, or meaning, of photography itself.

“The end” or “ends”? From paper to computer monitor

As I began to outline above, both the historical relation between photography and cinema
(their affinities and differences in their photochemical lives) and the way in which digital
developments have contributed to reshape that relationship have received much schol-
arly attention in recent years — partly fostered, of course, by the diffusion of digital
technologies and media themselves. Such attention has included questions of ontology,
as with debates around (im)materiality and indexicality (e.g. Doane; Rosen 301–49), as
well as what may be seen as more experiential and phenomenological issues — in par-
ticular, the dichotomy between stillness and movement (Green and Lowry; Beckman
and Ma; Campany). In fact, one of the lines of argument here is that this very dichotomy
is now being superseded by digital media and technologies. Even basic cameras can now
take both still and moving images, while viewing and editing software easily enables us
to switch from — if not to transform — one kind of image into the other. As the edi-
tors of Stillness and Time: Photography and the Moving Image put it, “the emergence of the
digital interface has seen the progressive erosion of the boundaries between the still and
moving image” as, “[w]e now have the capacity at the flick of a switch to slow or freeze
the moving image, or to animate a still one” (Green and Lowry 7).

But if the boundaries between the still and the moving image are now blurred, this
very blurring is in practice crucially reliant on what we may describe as a “cinematized”
incarnation of the photograph — a photograph, that is, whose manifestation is now with
increasing frequency via a screen, dynamic and durational. Not surprisingly, the increas-
ingly common screen presence of the photograph is starting to be variously considered
and, in the most critical studies, it is rightly presented not as a unique or drastic shift
to a paperless or impalpable image but, rather, as a mode of consumption which both
has historical precedents (such as glass or film slide projections) and still co-exists with
paper and other tangible incarnations of the photographic image (as with its printing
on mugs or mouse mats, an application actually facilitated by its digital existence and
distribution) (e.g. Van Dijck; Di Bello; Hölzl).3 While the dynamic qualities that pho-
tographs acquire on screen — because of sequencing in a slideshow, or thanks to the
scanning, zooming and fading effects available through programmes such as iPhoto and
PowerPoint with which even a single still image can be animated (Hölzl 104–5) — have
received some attention, the way in which they, correlatively, also assume “duration”
and, therefore, “ends” has been overlooked. In other words, though “we do not usually
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E N D ( U R ) I N G P H O T O G R A P H Y 3

ask: ‘How long is the photograph?’”, as Victor Burgin recently noted, the question itself
may not be “entirely irrelevant” — on the contrary (131).4

When photographs are seen on a screen, they are experienced as durational enti-
ties. Indeed, duration even becomes a visible attribute of the photograph. Not only in a
timed slideshow but also, for instance, when browsing through images more loosely on
a webpage, or when the “wallpaper” of our computer or phone disappears as the device
goes on standby, a photograph, on a screen, is visibly there — lasts — for a certain
amount of time (be it great or small). If the photograph appears and disappears in this
way — if it goes on and off , lit and obscured, or in and out of its encoded and interfaced
status — then its duration is not only a subjective matter of our engagement with it, but
it is also something that, in some measure, belongs to the object. Indeed, even though
I am more concerned here with phenomenological than ontological questions, we could
also say that duration is an intrinsic, constitutive property of all ostensibly still images
on electronic screens. For, as David Rodowick has pointed out, “even a ‘photograph’
displayed on an electronic screen is not a still image . . . its ontological structure is of a
constantly shifting or self-refreshing display” — i.e., as I put it, durational (138).

The shift toward the durational in the contemporary phenomenology of photogra-
phy was effectively thrown into relief in a 2006 installation by the artist Fiona Tan, The
Changeling. Where Tan’s practice as a whole — as in better-known works such as the
filmed portraits of Countenance (2002) and Correction (2005) — is in crucial ways con-
cerned with encounters between photography and duration, The Changeling articulates
specifically what I have been outlining so far.5 Transposing the everyday functionality of
the computer slideshow into the gallery, The Changeling shines a light on the durational
aesthetics of the photograph within it. This, furthermore, is complexly contrasted with
the ostensible a-durationality of the paper photograph itself — with and against which
the durational dimension of the screen photograph is in fact played out. The installa-
tion itself, rather minimal, is easily described. On a wall, digitized old photographs —
tinted, black and white portraits of Japanese schoolgirls from a 1930s school album —
file by on a black-frame LCD monitor, each image appearing on the screen for a reg-
ular interval of a few seconds, before disappearing as its successor in the series comes
into view. On the facing wall, meanwhile, an identical monitor opposes this evanescent
and silent slideshow — this parade of girl’s faces, each different from the other, yet
also remarkably similar — with an unchanging display of one photograph from the same
album — one girl persistently looking out at us, whose image is moreover accompanied
by a seemingly autobiographical (but in fact fictional) account, in the form of a recorded
monologue performed by the actress Fiona Shaw (Figure 1).6

From a general viewpoint, then, The Changeling reflects on the function of photog-
raphy as a tool of personal and collective memory (and identity), while also drawing
attention to the fact that, in its now “historical” photochemical life, photography is
itself an object of personal and collective memory (and identity). What interests me
more here, however, is the way in which the installation also functions as a staging
of the changing conditions of the experience of photography. Firstly, of course, one
could point to the digital “re-mediation” of the photochemical images themselves, with
the paper album — in what has become an operation familiar to many, even, possibly,
the least archivally minded — scanned onto the computer and the photographic prints
converted into digital files, accessed here through the interface of the screen and, in fact,
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4 P H O T O G R A P H I E S

(a)

FIGURE 1 (a and b) Fiona Tan, The Changeling, 2006. Digital installation: 2 LCD monitors
and brackets, 2 mini pc/macs, 1 audio speaker. Image courtesy of the artist and Frith
Street Gallery, London.
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E N D ( U R ) I N G P H O T O G R A P H Y 5

(b)

FIGURE 1 (Continued).
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6 P H O T O G R A P H I E S

as “slides”.7 Secondly, and as a consequence of this refashioning of the paper prints into
screen images, there is the way in which the a-durational presence of the photograph is
tipped into duration — its indefinite (if not quite “infinite”) endurance literally tempor-
alized as, not unlike cinema, each photograph in the slideshow has acquired an “end”, a
“running time” which is clearly part of our experience of the image. And, in fact, though
not directly part of the experience of the piece, a sense of temporalized endurance also
informs the stationary image on the other monitor. If this image mimes the fixity and
permanence of a photographic print on a wall, its many similarities to the other images
draw attention to its materiality: its embodiment as a computer slide, its “lit” presence,
and the possibility of its “going” or being turned off. From this perspective, then, The
Changeling’s recuperative articulation of “old” photographic prints may further be seen
to point to the fact that the (purported) demise of photochemical processes has caused
not so much “the end” (in the sense of death) of photography as, rather, photography’s
acquisition of “ends” at the phenomenological level, as its experience seems to be shift-
ing to somewhat cinematic, and in particular, as I have suggested, durational conditions
in digital culture. In other words, the photograph — as category if not, as some might
argue, as object in its founding technological incarnation — still endures in the dig-
ital present but also ends. Or, even more strongly, the photograph endures because it
nowadays often ends. Its endurance in one sense — the persistence or continuation
of a type of image we still call photograph — often relies on the temporalization of
its endurance in another sense, as the photograph (even, as Tan’s The Changeling high-
lights, the “old” print photograph) shifts from a phenomenology of endlessness to one of
duration.

The time of the slide

The durational phenomenology of the photograph outlined above is certainly a feature
of our current digital culture, and we could perhaps in this sense describe it as a “digital
duration” of the photograph. Yet, at the same time, photography’s acquisition of dura-
tion — and “ends” — is not unique to the new regime of digitality. As the very choice of
terms such as “slides” and “slideshows” in viewing software reminds us, the presentation
and consumption of photographic images via magic lantern and, subsequently, 35 mm
projectors is an obvious precursor for the contemporary durational experience of the
photograph.

Though photographic slides had been in use since the second half of the nine-
teenth century, between the 1940s and 1960s a number of technological innovations
contributed to make this format culturally pervasive — and, indeed, ordinary. The
transition from glass to 35 mm film and the introduction of colour in the late 1930s,
followed, in the 1960s, by the development of devices such as hand-viewers facilitating
quick consultation, carousels able to hold great numbers of slides and remote-controlled
projectors contributed to make of the slideshow a cheap yet highly effective format.
In the consumer, and photographic, boom of the 1960s, these innovations — heavily
advertised — greatly increased the attraction of the slide as a mode of photographic
consumption, which thus came to be widely adopted by families, in the classroom, and
for commercial presentations (see e.g. Collins; Ford; Bohrer; Marien). In a fascinating
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E N D ( U R ) I N G P H O T O G R A P H Y 7

documentary on the history of the carousel slide projector (prompted, in fact, by
Kodak’s discontinuation of its production in 2004), Paige Sarlin highlighted the spec-
tacular effects that would routinely be concocted in commercial presentations through
the use of multiple projectors and automated slide-advancing controls (Figure 2).8

Applications such as these draw attention to the cinematic qualities of the slide. In fact,
they point to the ways in which photographic images are cinematized by being presented
through this format: on a screen (here, in fact, projected onto it, as in the cinema),
enhanced in scale, made dynamic — “unfolding” and evanescent at the same time.
Together, the utilitarian condition of the slide and its cinematic qualities — including, in
particular, its durational attributes, as we shall see — also made it an attractive format
for experimentation on the part of emerging artistic practices in the second half of the
1960s (Alexander).

The 1960s, as is well known, inaugurated a period of artistic upheaval and radi-
cal redefinition of the nature and role of art. The art object, as Lucy Lippard famously
put it, eventually underwent a rhetorical — if not actual — “dematerialization” as the
decade wore on, and the project initiated by minimal art practices evolved into overtly
more process-based or process-oriented forms such as conceptual art, land art, perfor-
mance, and expanded cinema (Lippard and Chandler; Lippard). Though heavily used,
photography — or a certain kind of photography — was also often viewed with scep-
ticism by many artists associated with these practices, as it could seem to “re-inscribe
a visual tradition they sought to resist” (Alexander 19; Green). Such scepticism was
due in part to notions of virtuosity — hence the adoption of low-end equipment and
the pursuit of “de-skilling” — but also, largely, to questions of time.9 At one level,
and seeking to avoid at least certain forms of commodification, many of these emerging
artistic practices were mistrustful of the “permanence” associated with photography, and
the photographic print in particular (Alexander 22). At another level, the a-durational
temporality of the photograph aligned it too closely with ideals of disembodied and
“instantaneous” aesthetic appreciation (such as those promulgated by contemporaneous
modernist critics such as Michael Fried) — as if this very quality of the photograph
required or postulated an identical a-durationality of the aesthetic encounter (Green
166–67). Not incidentally, the emphasis on “the duration of the experience” was one of the
aspects of 1960s art practices that Fried both highlighted and vehemently attacked in his
influential “Art and Objecthood” essay of 1967. He wished, instead, for an art whose
experience could equate to a transcendental — timeless and instantaneous — moment
of “grace”; a punctual or a-durational moment whose attributes, as Green argues, are
therefore remarkably “photographic” (Fried 145 — emphasis original; Green). If having
or promoting duration made art defective in Fried’s view, for the (in particular, min-
imal) artists he attacked, and the broader and subsequent art practices associated with
them (such as Dan Graham’s, Robert Smithson’s and “structural” cinema), duration was
something to be pursued; in great part, precisely as a means to counter the kind of tran-
scendental ideals of which Fried spoke, and to emphasize the physical and mental process
of engaging with an artwork. In this context, then, duration — as the time of something,
such as the time an event takes to run its course — stands in opposition to absolute time,
time divorced from actual (or, at least, possible) experience, as might be an understand-
ing of it in terms of infinitesimal or infinite extension, such as an instant or eternity.10 As
the photographer and structural filmmaker Hollis Frampton (who conversed sustainedly
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8 P H O T O G R A P H I E S

FIGURE 2 Frame from Paige Sarlin, The Last Slide Projector, 2006, 16 mm film, colour,
sound, 59 mins. Image courtesy of the artist.
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E N D ( U R ) I N G P H O T O G R A P H Y 9

with the minimal artist Carl André about the difference between time and duration in
the early 1960s) subsequently put it: “[D]uration. That’s a word that means something.
When you say time, you’re floundering. Duration is how long something lasts” (Gidal
100; André and Frampton esp. 15 and 41).

It is in this broadly outlined context, then, that slides started to appeal to a
number of artists. The format’s association with the mundane and the utilitarian and
its aesthetic qualities offered a way to circumvent the “negative” connotations of the
photograph outlined above: not only its seemingly extensionless temporality, at once
punctual and endless, but also its material permanence. All these negative connota-
tions could be undone by projection — at least during projection. The photographic
image could be offered to view not only as immaterial, but also as durational and
transient at the same time: something that lasted yet went — indeed, something
that went inasmuch as it had lasted, because it had duration. So, for instance, artists
such Dan Graham and Robert Smithson, in their pursuit of both a conceptual and
process-oriented practice, experimented with the unfolding temporality of slideshow
lectures. Graham’s seminal photo-essay Homes for America (1966–67) was first real-
ized as a slide projection for the Finch College Museum of Art’s exhibition “Projected
Art” (1966), and Smithson’s slideshow installation Hotel Palenque (1969–72) was actu-
ally first delivered as a lecture at the University of Utah (Graham; Alexander 11;
Simpson and Iles 77).11 Again, artists such as Ana Mendieta, whose work centred on
performance and temporary interventions into the landscape, had recourse to pro-
jected slides as a germanely durational and evanescent form of representation in the
gallery. Meanwhile, the painter, photographer, and filmmaker Michael Snow offered
an overtly deadpan demonstration of these issues with a piece such as Sink (1970),
where a photographic print of the sink in his studio, tacked to a wall, is juxtaposed
to eighty 35 mm slides of the same sink (varied through colour filtering) projected next
to it, one after the other (Figure 3). This juxtaposition recapitulates, and highlights, the
perceived contrast between a material and a-durational (punctual and “without end”
at the same time) incarnation of the photograph, and an immaterial and durational
version of it through the slide and the slideshow, where the photograph is a tempo-
rary or, indeed, a temporalized presence, something that lasts and ends.12 Mediated
by the screen, the photograph acquires some of the movement of cinema and of its
durational qualities. Indeed, it acquires not only temporal extension — a visible and
even quantifiable “running” time — but also transience, for only what has duration
can end.

Photographs in cinema

Some of the artists associated with the practices outlined above, such as Frampton and
Snow, also “cinematized” the photograph in a much more literal way. What are now
classics of avant-garde — and so-called “structural” — cinema such as Snow’s Wavelength
(1967) and Frampton’s (nostalgia) (1971) are crucially centred on the insertion, and pre-
sentation, of the photograph within cinema. In fact, the aesthetic and rhetorical strategy
of filming photographs exceeds visual art — and avant-garde cinema — in a narrower
sense, since it can be seen in a critical mass of feature or commercially-produced films
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10 P H O T O G R A P H I E S

FIGURE 3 Michael Snow, Sink, 1970. 10 × 12 in colour photographic print mounted on
plastic, 80 35-mm colour slides. Image courtesy of the artist.
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E N D ( U R ) I N G P H O T O G R A P H Y 11

of the period, including Michelangelo Antonioni’s Blow-Up (1966), Terrence Malick’s
Badlands (1973), Alan Pakula’s The Parallax View (1974) and, even, a “blockbuster” such
as George Roy Hill’s Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid (1969). Certainly, this conspicu-
ousness of the photograph also points to the contemporaneous concern with the medium
of cinema itself — a concern of which this cinematic visibility of the photograph is a
symptom or by-product (see e.g. Stewart). For this reflexive moment promoted atten-
tion to cinema’s photographic basis and even, in this respect, to the fact that cinema is,
in a way, a durational articulation of photographs. In important respects, this is certainly
at play in films such as (nostalgia) and Snow’s lesser-known One Second in Montreal (1969),
which, relying almost exclusively on photographs for imagery, thus also produce a sort
of “representation” of the filmstrip through photographs. Yet, as the product of artists
who were working with both photography and cinema at the time (and indeed, as we
have seen, Snow also experimented with 35 mm slide projections), these films are also
overt reflections on still photography and duration specifically — and it is particularly
interesting to revisit them here also because of the way in which they resonate with the
format and look of a slideshow.

In both films, a series of photographs is methodically presented: one after the other,
individual photographs are given to view in order — full-screen and relatively more
rapidly in One Second, with close-up shots that reveal the edges of the prints and more
slowly in (nostalgia). The photographs — a dozen of the filmmaker’s own — are more
“studied” compositions in (nostalgia), where they are rhetorically burnt on a hot plate
while an off-screen voice (in fact that of Snow, a close friend of Frampton’s) delivers
seemingly autobiographical anecdotes on Frampton’s own career as a photographer and,
it is adumbrated, the supersession of such career by filmmaking (Figure 4). By contrast,
the photographs are more snapshot-like in Snow’s silent film, where about thirty snow-
covered views of traffic intersections, parks, and squares — in Montreal, as is to be
deduced from the title — file by on the screen (Figure 5).13 Through this demonstrative
form, structure and pace, both films evoke the aesthetics of a slide presentation (a sense
augmented, in Frampton’s film, by the voice-over commentary, which suggests a nar-
ration of private photographs at a gathering of family or friends).14 Though the pace at
which the photographs alternate is different in each film, in both instances it seems
specifically designed for an awareness of “duration” to emerge. In their cinematized
incarnation, the photographs are crucially different from the “endless” prints the film-
makers started with or, conversely, the instantaneity of the photographic image alluded
to by the “one second” of Snow’s title. (As Regina Cornwell and others have pointed
out, “one second” could refer to the total shooting time of the thirty pictures, if taken
at a shutter speed of one thirtieth of a second — Cornwell 1.)15 These photographs
endure for a certain — and even, unlike in most slideshows, a set and fixed — amount
of time. Paradoxically, as Gilles Deleuze argued in Cinema II, the very “point where the
cinematographic image most directly confronts the photo” is also the point where it
“becomes most radically distinct from it” (17). For, unlike printed photographs, filmed
photographs (or even, as in Deleuze’s specific example, photographic-looking shots such
as static framings) “have a duration” (ibid.).

In obvious respects, One Second has fun with this very idea: if the film’s title calls
upon photography’s captured instant or, indeed, the most often very brief instant of
photographic capture, the film itself sets this against the duration of their cinematized
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12 P H O T O G R A P H I E S

FIGURE 4 Frame from Hollis Frampton, (nostalgia), 1971, 16 mm, b/w, sound, 36 mins.
Image courtesy of Frampton Estate and Lux, London.D
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E N D ( U R ) I N G P H O T O G R A P H Y 13

FIGURE 5 Frame from Michael Snow, One Second in Montreal, 1969, 16 mm film, b/w,
silent, 22 mins. Image courtesy of the artist.
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14 P H O T O G R A P H I E S

version; a duration which becomes one of the film’s main visual incidents through overt
modulation.16 The film’s overall structure is hinged on the variation of the duration of
each of the photographs. This gradually increases in the first half, so that each successive
photograph is held on screen for slightly longer than the preceding one, and it decreases
in the second half, where the opposite happens: a crescendo and diminuendo of duration
— whose pace, however, never leads to dazzling speed but is best described, Bart Testa
noted, “as slower-to-slowest-to-slower again” (39; cf. Le Grice 120).

Though without One Second’s modulations, (nostalgia) similarly draws attention to
the durational quality of the cinematized photograph. As, at the narrative level, the
ostensible permanence of the photographic prints is rhetorically “ended” by burning,
at the formal level, the a-durationality of the printed photographs is made durational
through their systemic, patient filming, so that the unlimited or indefinite persistence of
the photographs is turned into a tangible and finite time-span in their screen presence:
intervals of time that go on — even, indeed, for relatively long — yet, also, end. The
viewer’s awareness of the duration of these cinematized photographs is heightened —
and given a twist — by Frampton’s use of soundtrack. The soundtrack is as if out of
synch with the images, so that each of the voice-over commentaries precedes the pho-
tograph it actually describes: when a print is on the screen, what we hear refers to a
print that is not yet there, while what we see takes us back to the anecdote we have
just heard. This strategy brings to the fore the two seemingly contradictory aspects of
duration I began to outline in the previous section. If the duration of these cinematized
photographs is brought to the fore as temporal extension (and, even, prolongation),
their duration is also, paradoxically, emphasized in terms of transience and ephemeral-
ity. Each of the photographs might indeed endure for what could even seem a relatively
long time (especially as, after the anecdote has ended, the camera, in silence, lingers
over each of the prints until it turns to ashes). Yet — crucially — the photographs
are always either no longer there, or not there yet, when we would want to see them
(i.e. when the “right” commentary is being delivered). The tension — if not the apo-
ria — of photographs that “go on” and “go”, endure and end, is enticingly played out
here.

Endurance, duration and temporariness

Frampton once reflected on how the 1880s chronophotography of Etienne-Jules Marey
marked “the point of disjunction between the still photograph and cinema” (Frampton
50). After Marey’s visual analysis of movement and its occasionally disorientating blur,
“the photograph could no longer contain the contradictory pressures to affirm time and
to deny it”, causing it to “split sharply” in two: a durational art of motion on the one
hand, the cinema just then about to emerge, and an a-durational art of stillness on the
other, photography as such (ibid.). Yet, as Frampton’s own work demonstrates, such
musing on the historical disjunction between these two media was written in the midst
of a moment of re-conjunction between them in visual art — and even, more broadly, in
visual culture — when the photograph’s ostensibly durationless temporality was being
challenged and re-thought.

In its own turn, this moment in 1960s and 1970s visual art and culture now inter-
estingly resonates with current — and arguably more dramatic — developments, as the
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diffusion of digital technologies not only reinforces the “re-conjuction” between cinema
and photography but also, as I have suggested, contributes to make duration an increas-
ingly ordinary condition of photographic consumption — and, indeed, in this sense,
an aesthetic feature of the photograph. Thus, films such as (nostalgia) and One Second,
and slide projections and shows such as Snow’s Sink or Smithson’s Hotel Palenque are of
historical interest with respect to photography’s changing phenomenology in the digital
present — a phenomenology whose critical assessment has, necessarily, only just begun.
As photographs are increasingly consumed off a screen, the shift towards the durational
in the conditions of their experience finds a complex aesthetic precedent in these — dif-
ferent though related — ways in which photography was equipped with a “running time”
of sorts, and its apparent endurance temporalized. Here, then, the aesthetic affinity
between these practices and the present reminds us of the work of continuity subtend-
ing even such profound technological and cultural changes as those brought on by the
diffusion of “the digital” — as even enthusiasts of the new increasingly point out (e.g.
Manovich). Alongside these aesthetic affinities between the cinematized photographs of
the art of the late 1960s and early 1970s and contemporary developments, there is also a
perhaps deeper resonance concerning the shifting function and meaning of photography
as such.

As scholars such as José Van Dijck and Susan Murray have recently argued, the
objective changes in the phenomenology of the photograph brought on by the digital
platform may belie — and, themselves, contribute to produce — a different subjective
(and collective) understanding of photography, one where notions of its permanence and
endurance are increasingly in tension with a sense of its temporariness and ephemerality
(Van Dijck; Murray). Murray and Van Dijck concur that digital developments have deter-
mined “a move toward transience” in our relation to photography and, concomitantly,
in our understanding of its temporality (Murray 151). In their proliferative digital and
screen incarnation across various hardware and software hosts (from laptops and phones
to social-networking and picture-sharing websites), photographs are now often under-
stood, Van Dijck suggests, as “experiences” rather than “objects” — “momentos” rather
than “mementos” — as the bias shifts “toward the communicable and the disposable,
at the expense of permanence and durability” (Van Dijck 114; Murray esp. 153–57).
In this sense, though a type or class of image we call photograph endures, persists, and
proliferates in contemporary digital culture, it is not only the phenomenology of such a
type of image that incorporates duration. Perhaps, more fundamentally, duration seems
now an attribute which helps define photography’s very function, as an understanding of
photography as a transient and disposable tool of communication increasingly sits along-
side — or perhaps vies with — more traditional conceptions of the medium in terms
of permanence and preservation. And it is also with respect to this evolving function of
photography, I believe, that the cinematized photographs of 1960s visual art discussed
above are relevant to the present. Their pursuit of a cinematic — durational and evanes-
cent — manifestation of photography contributes to historicize the shift that critics such
as Van Dijck and Murray inscribe in the present. In important respects, works such
as those by Smithson, Graham, Snow and Frampton mentioned above help us track a
changing attitude toward photography which was already underway by the 1960s as,
proliferating and circulating in a variety of media from print to television in the wake of
the technological and consumer booms of the post-war decades, photographic images
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became increasingly mobile and durational — also in the sense of increasingly transient
and temporary.
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Notes

1 In fact, in the context of a book primarily on cinema, her formulation is as follows:
“Unlike the photograph, cinema cannot but come to an end”.

2 Of course, even a printed photograph has “duration” and “ends” as, just like celluloid
film, and even digital files, prints are subject to damage and decay. However, I am
concerned here with “duration” that can more ordinarily or feasibly be experienced.

3 In fact, even the impalpable — if not, as some argue, the immaterial — status of a
photograph on screen is being reconfigured by the diffusion of touch screens and the
kind of “access” they grant to the image.

4 Burgin raises this question in an essay on the puzzling closing sequence of
Michelangelo Antonioni’s L’eclisse (1962), a protracted series of shots revisiting
some of the places where the protagonists’ love affair unfolded, but without any
of the actors, dialogue, or other commentary. To Burgin, these shots feel like a
series of photographs, and it is in relation to them, rather than contemporary screen
photographs, that he wonders about the duration of the photograph.

5 Countenance is directly inspired by photography — August Sander’s famous, though
never completed, late 1920s taxonomy of German citizens. Yet, Tan’s re-elaboration
makes the portraits durational as, not unlike in Andy Warhol’s 1960s Screen Tests, her
sitters, though asked to pose still, were filmed with a (16 mm) movie camera for about
half a minute or so (see Godfrey; Lowry).

6 In fact, there are different versions of this monologue as its language and performer
change according to the country in which The Changeling is installed. For more infor-
mation and for a (partial) installation view, see http://www.fionatan.nl/works/11
(accessed 29 Sept. 2010).

7 “Remediation” is, of course, the often-cited concept Bolter and Grusin elaborated
from Marshall McLuhan.

8 In fact, at a Q&A after a screening of the documentary I attended at Anthology Film
Archives in New York in March 2007, a member of the audience remembered the
fascination that such dazzling “business presentations”, to which he would occasion-
ally be taken by his father, had on him as a young child. For more on Paige Sarlin’s The
Last Slide Projector (2006), see http://movies.nytimes.com/movie/392686/The-
Last-Slide-Projector/overview (accessed 13 Oct. 2010).

9 On “de-skilling” see Burn (esp. 394–96).
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10 It may be worth pointing out here that, for Fried in “Art and Objecthood”, the
“duration” of the art practices he attacks engenders a sense of persistence and even
endlessness. Yet this is a sense of endlessness specifically tied to (and indeed, arising
from) the experiential and the concrete, not the absolute or abstract: for, in one of
Fried’s oft-quoted expressions, such art is “endless the way a road might be: if it
were circular, for example” (144).

11 In fact, to a certain extent a photo-essay in a magazine is “durational” too, since, as
Graham himself remarked, magazines have a running time of sorts, in that they’re
only current until the subsequent issue (see Simpson and Iles 121–23).

12 For a fuller description of this lesser-known work, of which in fact there are two
versions, see National Gallery of Canada (25–26) and Roberts and Steeds (69). For
more on Snow’s slide projection works see also Kunz; and Shedden (202). The cine-
matic and durational manifestation of the photographic image on slide is also played
out in A Casing Shelved (1970), where, in fact, a single slide is presented as a film, in
a cinema setting, for the duration of 45 mins and with an audio commentary.

13 One Second does not provide contextual information for the pictures; however,
accounts of the film routinely explain that they were allegedly sent to Snow and
other Canadian artists as images of possible sites for a monument (see e.g. Cornwell
1–3).

14 Frampton also apparently screened (nostalgia) with his own live commentary when
the film was still work-in-progress (Haller 91).

15 In fact, there are thirty-one pictures in the film.
16 A contrast of this kind also emerges in Blow-Up. The rapidity with which Thomas

(the photographer) takes his pictures of a seemingly flirting couple in a park stands
in contrast with the extended length of time the developed and printed photographs
of the scene are held on screen in the sequence in which Thomas sets out to analyse
them.
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